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Chapter 10 Confidence Intervals
Inferential Statistics
Inference- methods to draw conclusions about a population (based on
statistics- sampling)- such things as confidence intervals and significance
testing. Inferences depend on reliable statistics from appropriate random
sampling. If tests/methods are not reliable, then opens your conclusions can
be called into question.
Confidence Intervals: Intervals that take into consideration some amount of
error in the statistic being analyzed. Means we can, with some degree of
confidence, give a range of values for which we can expect the population
parameter to be- based on the statistics-from our sampling- we have.

In a nutshell:
• To estimate a population mean, we can use the sample mean
• While the sample mean is unbiased, its unlikely it is the exact TRUE
population mean so our estimate has some error to it.
• We can estimate a RANGE (with some level of confidence) that the
true population will be contained in.

That seems to
make sense

For Example:
"With 95% confidence, I can predict the
population mean for all women heights will be 61 +/- 2.4 inches"
(this is a made up stat)
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In this short unit, we will learn ways of obtaining confidence intervals and
calculate error to make such statements.
Confidence interval: point estimate ± margin of error
• the point estimate may be sample mean x-bar or sample proportion p-hat (or
sample standard deviation/variance)
• The margin of error calculation is formulaic.
The CONFIDENCE LEVEL is the success rate for your method. The confidence level is
not probability- or the percent chance the pop parameter will be in the interval, it
is a level of assurance that it will be in there.
• A confidence level of 90% or higher is desirable. But confidence may come at
80-90% which would just tell the reader to be cautious about the prediction.
EXAMPLE: In late 2009, a study was done and a sample of 2253 US adults were
asked "Do you ever....use Twitter or another service to share updates about yourself
or to see updates about others?" Of the sample, 19% said "yes". The results were
reported out as such: "the resulting 95% confidence interval is (0.167, .213)".
Interpret the meaning of this statement.

#Math
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Constructing Confidence intervals for μ

let's do this!

Check Conditions:
• appropriate SRS of the population of interest
• sampling distribution for x-bar is NORMAL
• independence and sampling follows 10% rule.
Question: (recall) If you have a collection of data, how can you tell if it is normal?

LETS go to the Z table again‐
The confidence level is between some ±z score
The common ones are give to us in our tiny critical value chart- find
it
how do we find Z*?
What is it's an 84% confidence level?

For population mean:
Margin of Error is ± Zc(σ/√n)
Zc= Z*="critical value" related to the C% you are using
The critical value is the multiplier that makes the interval wide enough to have the
stated capture rate (confidence level)

So your confidence interval is x(bar)± Zc(σ/√n)
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Example
Market researchers use the number of sentences per advertisement
as a measure of readability for magazine advertisements. A random
sample of the number of sentences in 54 advertisement was used
and the sample mean was calculated to be 12.4 with σx=5.
A) What would be your point estimate for the mean length all
magazine advertisements?
B) Use a 95% confidence level to find the margin of error for the
mean number of sentences in all magazine advertisements. Then write and
interpret your confidence interval

C) Repeat process for both a 99% confidence level and then for an 80%
confidence level. What do you notice?

wow!
not too hard

Example:
A college admissions director wishes to estimate the mean age of
students currently enrolled. In a random sample of 20 students, the mean
age is found to be 22.9 years. From past studies, the standard deviation
is known to be 1.5 years and the population is normally distributed.
Construct a 90% confidence interval of the population mean age.
n=______ sample mean=_______ σ=_______ zc=_______
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Ex. (cont.)
Construct a 90% confidence interval of
population mean age for the college students in the previous example if the
size increased to 30 students. Compare your results.

Sample Size
You may have already noticed, and we have already discussed
that as the confidence level goes up (say 90% to 99%), the confidence interval
WIDENS. As the confidence level goes up, "the precision" of the estimate
decreases (giving yourself more room for error). SOOOOOO one way to
IMPROVE the precision of an estimate without decreasing the level of
confidence is to INCREASE the sample size. This sample size can be calculated
using another formula (yay- we love formulas!)

Well that's just the
formula rewritten!

Given a confidence level c, and a margin of error
E, the minimum sample size, n needed to
estimate μ

Margin of error
in sample bigger than 30, sample SD can be used in lieu of pop SD
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10.2- One Sample t-intervals
What is you only have A sample- how do we do confidence intervals?
YAYYYYY!!!

Introducing.........the t table!
Conditions for using the t distribution/table:
• Be sure the 10% and SRS condition is met
• If the population is Normal or known sample size is ≥ 30
• If pop distribution shape is NOT known and n<30 and graph is not
strongly skewed or there are no evident outliers.
*** you have to graph your small sample data to make this determination***
(AP NOTE: if this is NOT done, you will not get full credit. You can not simply write
"assume normality")
Visual: http://www.rossmanchance.com/applets/ConfSim.html
So now, instead of Zc we use tc in the margin of error formula

Reading the t table:
1. Use the table to find the critcal value t* that you would use for a confidence
interval with given confidence level:
A﴿ A 95% confidence level based on a random sample of 22.
B﴿ A 99% confidence level from a SRS of 71 observations.
﴾let's compare to what the calc says﴿

Note: Because t* is larger than z* for a given sample size and confidence level, intervals
calculated with t*will have a higher capture rate than intervals with z*. When the conditions are
met, the actual percent of intervals that contain the population mean should be equal to the
stated confidence level. Technology with quickly give you t*...BUT YOU MUST SHOW WHAT YOU
ARE DOING IN THE CALC.
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Another AP tip: If a question on the exam asks you to construct and interpret a
confidence interval, all the conditions should be met.....HOWEVER, you are still
required to state the conditions and show evidence they are met-including a graph if
the sample size is small and the data is provided
PRACTICE:
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Matched pairs and Before/After data
(comparison)
We analyse the DIFFERENCE in the data.
it's a New parameter called "mean difference"
When doing confidence intervals for such data,use the same error
formula but replace the mean with mean difference and replace the
standard deviation with st dev difference.
These can be obtained using Lists and 1var stats- let's do one
together: #35 on pg 658
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10.3 Estimating Population Proportions
Most info from pop mean carries over to this- our margin of error formula is
different.

Thats GOOD

The point estimate here is p-hat (sample proportion)
CONDITIONS:
• Sampling- various SRS (with limited bias) (with voluntary and convenienceno good- no confidence intervals)
• np-hat ≥ 10 and nq-hat ≥ 10 (we replace the p with p-hat since we know
sampling but not population)
• the 10% condition

ME

When calculating the confidence interval:

** if you need to solve for a minimum sample size for a certain confidence
level, then solve for n in the ME part of formula

M and M activity
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Following the 4 step process
1. State the parameter you want to estimate and
confidence level
2. Plan: Identify the appropriate inference
method and check conditions
3. Do. If conditions are met, perform the calc
4. Conclusion: Interpret your interval in the
context of the problem.
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